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Abstract: The epigenetic marker 5-methyl-2’-deoxycytidine
(5mdC) is the most prevalent modification to DNA. It is
removed inter alia via an active demethylation pathway:
oxidation by Ten-Eleven Translocation 5-methyl cytosine
dioxygenase (TET) and subsequent removal via base excision
repair or direct demodification. Recently, we have shown that
the synthetic iron(IV)-oxo complex [FeIV(O)(Py5Me2H)]2+ (1)
can serve as a biomimetic model for TET by oxidizing the
nucleobase 5-methyl cytosine (5mC) to its natural metabolites.
In this work, we demonstrate that nucleosides and even short
oligonucleotide strands can also serve as substrates, using
a range of HPLC and MS techniques. We found that the 5-
position of 5mC is oxidized preferably by 1, with side reactions
occurring only at the strand ends of the used oligonucleotides.
A detailed study of the reactivity of 1 towards nucleosides
confirms our results; that oxidation of the anomeric center (1’)
is the most common side reaction.

Introduction

5-methyl-2’-deoxycytidine (5mdC), an epigenetic marker,
is the most common natural DNA modification.[1] The
corresponding nucleobase, 5mC, is also referred to as the
fifth base, in addition to the canonical bases A, T, C and G.
5mdC is generated in the mammalian genome primarily but
not solely in CpG dinucleotides via methylation of cytosine by
DNA methyl transferases.[1, 2] Most of these CpG dinucleo-
tides (up to 80%) are methylated, although they remain
largely unmodified when located in CpG islands within
promotor regions.[3] 5mdC levels are fairly stable making up
to 5% of all cytosines in adult mammalian cells.[4] However,
their fate is much more dynamic in embryonic stem cells
during the early stages of development.[5, 6] 5mdC levels are
regulated either via dilution during cell division (referred to

as passive demethylation) or via a stepwise oxidation
mechanism where 5mdC is converted to 5-hydroxymethyl-
2’-deoxy-cytidine (5hmdC), 5-formyl-2’-deoxy-cytidine
(5fdC), and 5-carboxy-2’-deoxy-cytidine (5cadC) by Ten-
eleven Translocation 5-methyl cytosine Dioxygenases (TET,
active demethylation).[7–10] 5fdC and 5cadC are then removed
either via base excision repair or via direct demodifica-
tion.[9, 11] TET belongs to the superfamily of non-heme
iron(II)/a-ketoglutarate (a-KG) dependent enzymes. These
enzymes possess a conserved active site that consists of the so-
called facial triad (two histidine residues and one carboxylate-
containing amino acid, in the case of TET: glutamate) that
coordinates to an iron ion. The coordination sphere is
completed by coordination of the co-factor a-KG, water, or
oxygen.[12,13] During activation, a-KG is converted to succi-
nate while an iron(IV)-oxo species (see Figure 1 left) is

generated.[14–16] This iron(IV)-oxo moiety is believed to be the
active species that abstracts a hydrogen atom from the
substrate, generating an iron(III)-hydroxo species and a car-
bon-centered radical. These then recombine to form the
hydroxylated product.[17] Multiple iron(IV)-oxo complexes
have been used as model systems to mimic natural process-
es.[18–24] The iron(IV)-oxo complex utilized in this work
([FeIV(O)(Py5Me2H)]2+ (1), Py5Me2H = 2,6-bis(1,1-bis(2-pyr-
idyl)ethyl)pyridine, counterions: F@ , OH@ , NO3

@) was first
described by Chang et al. in 2015.[25] 1 is soluble in water, air-
stable, and does not decompose within several hours at room
temperature.[25] We have recently demonstrated that 1 is
capable of mimicking the behavior of TET enzymes by
oxidizing the nucleobase 5mC to 5hmC, 5fC and 5caC. By
comparing the reaction rates of 1 with those published for
TET2,[26] we were able to conclude that the second coordi-
nation sphere of TET enzymes is one important factor
responsible for its substrate preference. Furthermore, GC/

Figure 1. The active site of TET enzymes (left), highlighted in blue is
the facial triad, in red are the two oxygen atoms that originate from
molecular dioxygen and in orange is the remainder of the a-KG co-
substrate.[12] Right: Biomimetic iron(IV)-oxo complex 1 used in this
study with the active oxo moiety shown in red.
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MS and UV-vis studies confirmed hydrogen atom abstraction
to be the rate determining step.[27]

The selective oxidation or reduction of cytosine deriva-
tives in DNA is a highly desired transformation for in vitro
processes, such as the sequencing of epigenetic bases. Whilst
several chemical methods have been published for the
oxidized bases,[28–32] the controlled conversion of 5mC still
poses a challenge due to the low reactivity of the methyl
group and its chemical similarity to the sugar scaffold.
Selective oxidation is even more desirable as the current
gold standard for single-base 5mC sequencing, the bisulfite
method,[33] is destructive to the DNA sample[34, 35] and is not
able to intrinsically distinguish 5mC/5hmC and C/5fC/
5caC.[28,36–39] Hence, the reactivity of TET enzymes presents
a useful tool demonstrated by TAB-Seq[40] (TET-assisted
bisulfite sequencing) for 5hmC and TAPS[41] (TET-assisted
pyridine-borane sequencing) for 5mC and 5hmC. Neverthe-
less, the handling of TETenzymes is non-trivial and one major
drawback of these methods is the large amount of enzyme
required (sometimes more than stoichiometric amounts[40]).
Moreover, the substrate specificity in terms of sequence bias/
sequence preference and divergent reactivity against ssDNA
and dsDNA might limit the utility of enzyme-based ap-
proaches. This technological example illustrates that a chem-
ical strategy mimicking the reactivity of TET enzymes might
benefit in vitro, and potentially even in vivo, applications for
selective oxidation of 5mdC. In the present work we show that
the substrate scope of 1 includes nucleosides and oligonucle-
otides. We show that 1 is capable of selectively oxidizing
a 5mdC residue within a 10-mer oligonucleotide context. We
also present a comprehensive study of the reactivity of
1 towards nucleosides including side reactions affecting the
ribose unit.

Results and Discussion

After the successful demonstration of the oxidation of the
nucleobase 5mC by 1, we wanted to take a step towards
nucleosides and actual DNA oligonucleotides as a substrate
to evaluate the potential of 1 for biomimetic-TET-based
sequencing methods. We therefore studied the reactivity of
1 towards a short oligomer (10-mer) containing a 5mdC
residue (see Figure 2).

Oligonucleotide Substrates

We chose an oligonucleotide sequence which is composed
of deoxyadenosines, deoxycytidines, deoxyuridines and de-
oxyguanosines, as these nucleobases do not contain aliphatic
hydrocarbons that are prone to be attacked by 1. Deoxyur-
idines were included instead of thymidines, as the methyl
group of thymine is, of course, a possible target for oxidation
by 1. As 5mdC residues occur in nature, mostly in CpG
dinucleotides, we included this into our oligonucleotide
design and therefore chose the following sequence (5’-> 3’):
HO-CCUUAACC5mdCG-OH (O). When O was exposed to
1 (1.0 or 4.0 equiv) we detected significant amounts of the

oxidized derivatives of 5mdC (For experimental details please
see supporting information sections 1.6, 1.8 and 3). Figure 3
shows the amounts detected for 5mdC, 5hmdC, 5fdC and
5cadC in two samples containing both O and 1 (1 equiv 1,
4 equiv 1) as well as two control samples (O control, 1 control)
that only contain the specified component. The common
oxidative DNA lesion 8-oxo-dG was not observed (not
shown, see Figure S27).

As observed in Figure 3, higher amounts of iron complex
1 generally result in higher levels of 5hmdC, 5fdC and 5cadC.
This is pronounced least for 5hmdC and most for 5cadC,
which points to a sequential oxidation process. It should be
noted, that levels for 5hmdC and 5fdC are 10-fold higher than

Figure 2. The increasing complexity of the substrate: from nucleobase
via nucleoside and oligonucleotide to genomic DNA. In this work we
present results from reactions containing nucleosides and oligonucle-
otides.

Figure 3. Detected amounts of 5hmdC, 5fdC, 5cadC when O was
reacted with 1.0 equiv of 1 (O+ 1 equiv 1) or 4.0 equiv of 1 (O+ 4 equiv
1) compared to control measurements containing only O (O ctrl) or
1 (1 ctrl) that were treated exactly as the samples. Conditions:
[O] = 0.25 mM, [1] = 0.25 mM/1.0 mM, H2O, T = 22 88C, reaction
time =30 min. ULOD refers to under level of detection.
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for 5cadC. This circumstance indicates both a stepwise
oxidation process and a higher reactivity of 5hmdC vs. 5fdC
(see also section on nucleoside substrates).

8-oxo-dG is a common oxidative DNA lesion that can
cause base mismatching.[42, 43] The formation of 8-oxo-dG is
a potential side-reaction in oxidative treatment of DNA, as
dG presents the lowest oxidation potential of the canonical
bases.[44] However, this was not observed in the case of O : 8-
oxo-dG levels are under the level of detection (ULOD) for all
samples including control samples (Figure S27). Thus, we
conclude that 8-oxo-dG is not formed upon treatment of
oligonucleotides with 1.

Additionally, we tracked the time-resolved development
of 5mdC, 5hmdC, 5fdC, and 5cadC levels in the reaction of
1 with O. 5mdC levels decrease (Figure S28) whereas levels of
5hmdC and 5fdC increase sharply immediately after addition
of 1 (Figure 4). 5cadC levels also increase but to a much
smaller extent. It is noteworthy that the final concentrations
observed in these experiments match the concentrations
observed in the experiments described above (Figure 3):
5hmdC and 5fdC are about 10-fold more abundant than
5cadC. This shows that the method is reproducible. The
circumstance where we detected different ratios for 5hmdC/
5cadC and 5fdC/5cadC (see Figure S29) when using different
amounts of 1, hints that the amount of 1 added can be used to
stir the product formation of the reaction. Additionally, the
development of the product ratios over time indicates that the
reaction time may provide a similar method of influencing the
product distribution for possible sequencing applications
(Figure S29). The concentration of the substrate (0.125–
0.25 mM) in the experiments discussed above was set at these

levels so that the results are comparable with our previous
studies and the reactions with nucleosides as substrates
described below. For a biochemical application, the substrate
concentrations need to be adjusted accordingly.[27]

Further studies with 5mdC residues within larger oligo-
meric structures, double-stranded substrates, and at lower
substrate concentrations are necessary, but our findings give
a first insight into the usefulness of 1 in the controlled
oxidation of methylated or oxomethylated DNA samples, for
example, for sequencing applications. In contrast to the
previously studied nucleobases, oligonucleotides present
more than one point of possible attack: the methyl group
on the nucleobase itself or the carbohydrate (deoxyribose)
backbone can be subject to C@H activation. We therefore
screened for possible side products (see Section 3.6 in the SI).
Reaction mixtures were analyzed prior to enzymatic diges-
tions for any of the target nucleosides (dG, 8-oxo-dG, dU, dC,
5mdC, 5hmdC, 5fdC, 5cadC) using triple QQQ mass spec-
trometry, however, detected levels were found to be below the
limit of detection.

MALDI MS measurements show that the strand ends are
oxidized upon exposure of O to 1, but no internal strand-
breaks occur (Figures S30–S39). We did detect the loss of& 95
m/z and & 135 m/z which would correspond to loss of
a cytosine or guanine nucleobase fragment while simulta-
neously an oxygen atom is gained (Figures S32 and S34,
Scheme S4). A likely mechanism is the oxidation of the 1’
position of the terminal nucleotides (deoxycytidine on the 5’
end, deoxyguanosine on the 3’ end) with subsequent loss of
the nucleobase and formation of a lactone (Scheme 1A). We
also observed loss of & 291 m/z (Figures S31, S33), which was

Figure 4. Time-resolved monitoring of the reaction of O with 1:
detected amounts of 5hmdC, 5fdC, 5cadC after certain time intervals.
Conditions: [O] = 0.125 mM, [1] = 0.5 mM, H2O, T = 22 88C. Data points
are averaged from two replicates, each sample was measured in three
technical replicates. For a separated representation of these data,
including 5mdC levels, see Figure S28.

Scheme 1. A) Proposed mechanism for the loss of a nucleobase via
oxidation of the 1’ position of the terminal deoxyribose unit on the 5’
end. B) Proposed mechanism for the loss of a nucleobase via oxidation
of the 1’ position of the terminal deoxyribose unit on the 3’ end.
C) Proposed mechanism for the loss of deoxycytidine-3’-phosphate via
oxidation of the 5’-site of the second-to-last deoxyribose unit on the 5’
end of the strand (see Figures S30–S39 and Scheme S4 for a more
detailed side product analysis).
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assigned to the oxidation of the 5’ position of the second-to
last ribose unit on the 5’ end of the strand resulting in the loss
of a cytidine-3’-phosphate fragment (Scheme 1B). We per-
formed the same experiments with a control strand that
contains a dC residue instead of 5mdC, and the same control
strand that in addition possesses a phosphate cap on the 5’ end
(for sequence details see Table S4). We observed significantly
more side reactions in both cases (see Figures S36–S39). This
confirms that oxidation at the 5-position of cytosine in the
case of O is preferred over the side-reactions.

Interestingly, in all samples we observed either the loss of
two cytosine fragments or the loss of one guanine and one
cytosine fragment but never any interior strand breaks. This
supports our interpretation that only the terminal positions on
the oligonucleotide are subject to side reactions, demonstrat-
ing the highly specific reactivity of 1.

Nucleoside Substrates

To obtain a clearer picture of the competing reactivity of
the potential oxidation sites in oligonucleotides, including
confirmation of the above proposed side reaction pathways,
we analyzed the reactivity of 1 towards the nucleoside
substrates 5mdC and 5hmdC. Overall, we found that while
the 1’ position on the deoxyribose unit is indeed oxidized
forming the 2’-deoxyribono-g-lactone, the 5-position on the
cytosine base is oxidized faster yielding mostly the 5-
oxomethylated cytidine derivatives 5hmdC, 5fdC, and 5cadC.
We first conducted a series of reactions between 5mdC and
different equivalents of 1, for either 15 min or 30 min, to
estimate how much and where the nucleoside with its high
number of potential reactive sites would be oxidized. A color
change from green to orange was observed during these
reactions, indicating consumption of the green iron(IV)-oxo
species 1. Independent from the reaction time and the amount
of added oxidant, we observed the 5-oxidized 5mdC deriva-
tives 5hmdC, 5fdC, and 5cadC as the main products
(Figure 5, Figure S17).

The relative abundance of nucleoside products
reflects a correlation between the oxidation kinetics
of the cytosine 5-substituent with the respective C@H
bond dissociation energies (BDEs, see Table S5), as
determined in previous studies with 1 and the
nucleobases: 5hmC reacts the fastest, followed by
5mC and lastly 5fC.[27] Interestingly, these results are
in opposition to those reported for TET enzymes
(TET2), for which the following reaction rate se-
quence was found: k5mC > k5hmC > k5fC.[26] While the
behavior of TET2 was attributed to an additional
interaction of the DNA substrate with a secondary
coordination sphere in the enzyme,[27] the observed
nucleoside product distribution in the reaction with
1 is in line with the consensus oxidation mechanism
proposing an initial hydrogen atom transfer from the
substrate to the iron(IV)-oxo species as the rate-
determining step.[17, 27] The corresponding nucleobas-
es were detected on lower levels while practically no
further side products, e.g., through oxidation at

various deoxyribose carbons, were present in the product
mixtures. Due to their similar BDEs, the anomeric center at
the 1’ position of the nucleosides (BDE: 87.7 kcal mol@1)[45]

might react with a similar rate as the most rapidly oxidized
hydroxymethyl group of 5hmC (BDE: 86.2 kcal mol@1).[26]

This would lead to oxidative hydrolysis of the nucleoside
(Scheme 2A, also compare Scheme 1A and B), constituting
one possible explanation for the detection of nucleobase
products upon addition of 1 to 5mdC. To confirm C1’-
oxidation, we subjected one such reaction mixture to GC/
MS analysis and found 2’-deoxyribono-g-lactone, the expect-
ed C1’-oxidation side product, next to all four nucleobases (see
inset in Scheme 2). It should be noted that the bases can not
only be formed by oxidation of the anomeric center, but also

Figure 5. Excerpt of a representative HPLC trace of the reaction of
5mdC with 1. Conditions: [5mdC]=1 mM, [1] =5 mM, H2O, T = 22 88C.
For a more detailed assignment see Figures S2–S10.

Scheme 2. A) Proposed mechanism for the loss of a modified cytosine nucleo-
base fragment from a nucleoside substrate via oxidation of the 1’ position of
deoxyribose unit resulting in the formation of 2’-deoxyribono-g-lactone. B) Pro-
posed, although unlikely, hydrolysis of a modified cytidine nucleoside. A
representative GC-MS trace is shown, the signals that were assigned to
deoxyribose, 2’-deoxyribono-g-lactone, and 5mC are indicated (see Figures S18–
S22 for a more detailed analysis).
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via “normal” hydrolysis of the N-glycosidic bond, which
might occur both during the reaction or the work-up process.
Indeed, we also detected high amounts of 2’-deoxyribose;
however, this is not a suitable indication for hydrolysis
happening during the reaction as the nucleosides hydrolyze
during the derivatization process prior to GC analysis. Since
this has generally only been reported to happen under very
acidic conditions[46] or with the use of enzymes,[47] it appears
unlikely to have occurred in this case. By filtering a mixture of
the four nucleoside standards through silica followed by
freeze-drying and HPLC analysis, we could rule out that the
work-up contributed significantly to nucleoside hydrolysis.
Further, the side product analysis for the oligonucleotide
reaction (Scheme 1 C) suggests that C5’-oxidation also occurs
which appears feasible due to the similar BDE to the 5-formyl
group (BDEs: 92.4 kcalmol@1,[45] 92.9 kcalmol@1,[26] respec-
tively). Such products might correspond to the remaining
peaks observed in the HPLC chromatogram, however, those
are so small that we propose the corresponding oxidation
reactions to happen only to a very low extent, leaving
anomeric center oxidation as the most prominent proposed
side reaction on a nucleoside substrate.

To obtain a more detailed image of the progress of the
oxidation reaction, 5mdC was reacted with 5 equivalents of
1 and the reaction tracked over 70 min by taking samples
every 5 min (Figure 6, Scheme S1). Whereas the amount of
recovered 5mdC decreased throughout the course of the
reaction, the 5hmdC concentration reached a steady state at
as low as < 5% of recovered products after 25 min, indicating
that it is more rapidly oxidized than 5mdC. Accordingly, the
amount of 5fdC formed increased fast to reach its steady-state
concentration between 7–9% of recovered products, equally
after 20–25 min, which shows that it is less quickly consumed
than 5hmdC. In line with the proposed stepwise oxidation
mechanism, significant 5cadC levels (i.e., three oxidation
steps taking place) are detectable after 10 min at the earliest.
Also, it seems that 5cadC is accumulated over the entire
70 min without reaching a steady state concentration within
this timeframe. Nevertheless, 5mC levels reach up to 16% and
5caC levels even add up to 18 % of recovered products,
indicating that anomeric center oxidation is a significant side
reaction on the nucleoside level.

Interestingly, the reaction of 5mdC with 1 seems to
proceed much slower than that of 1 with the oligonucleotide
O : The nucleoside reaction proceeds throughout the moni-
tored 70 min time frame (Figure 6) while the reaction
between O and 1 appears to be complete after 10–12.5 min
(Figure 4)—even though the concentration of 5mdC is 8-fold
higher than that of O and 5 equivalents of 1 are used for the
nucleoside compared to 4 equivalents on the oligonucleotide.
An explanation for this could be electrostatic attraction
between negatively charged O and the iron(IV)-oxo cation
bringing the reaction partners into spatial proximity. Addi-
tionally, p-stacking interactions might be feasible between the
nucleobases and the aromatic pyridyl-based ligand of 1.

An analogous time-resolved experiment of the reaction
between 5hmdC with 1 was conducted (Figures S23, S24,
Scheme S2). According to BDEs and previous experi-
ments,[26, 27] the hydroxymethyl group should react consider-

ably faster than the methyl group of 5mdC, eventually leading
to much higher levels of 5cadC. Additionally, more informa-
tion might be gained about the relative reactivity of the
anomeric center with its BDE being very similar to the
hydroxymethyl group. Indeed, 5hmdC was much more rapidly
converted than 5mdC, with only 46 % recovered already after
5 min, while it became almost completely consumed over the
full 70 min (about 2.5% recovery). In parallel, 5fdC was very
swiftly formed, reaching its maximum concentration after
about 10 min (ca. 45% recovery) after which its concentration
decreased again due to the formation reaction slowing down
(ca. 20 % recovery after 70 min). 5cadC, which was already
detected after 5 min, accumulated rapidly to become the main
component in the reaction mixture, amounting to 75% of

Figure 6. Time-resolved monitoring of the reaction products formed in
the reaction of 5mdC with 1: A) detected amounts of 5mdC, 5hmdC,
5fdC, 5cadC after certain time intervals; B) detected amounts of 5mC,
5hmC, 5fC and 5caC. Conditions: [5mdC] =1.0 mM, [1] = 5.0 mM,
H2O, T =22 88C. Data points are averaged from three replicates.
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recovered products after 70 min. Remarkably, the amount of
nucleosides recovered remained at high proportions of the
products recovered in total throughout the entire course of
the reaction, again indicating that C1’ oxidation was signifi-
cantly slower than the oxidation of the respective 5-substitu-
ents.

A further control reaction was performed with 5-[D3]-
mdC (D3-5mdC, for synthesis procedure see section 4 SI) as
substrate for 1 (Figures S25, S26, Scheme S3), which should
be oxidized very slowly at the 5-substituent and more
preferably at C1’ due to an expected kinetic isotope effect
like we had previously observed for the nucleobases.[27]

Indeed, only very low levels (under limit of quantification)
of both 5-oxidised nucleosides and nucleobases were found
even after 70 min. This kinetic isotope effect added more
evidence for the consensus radical mechanism involving
hydrogen atom abstraction as the rate-limiting step. While
the amount of starting material decreased very slowly, D3-
5mC accumulated to about 21% in the reaction mixture after
65 min. At the same time, the reaction solution retained
a green color rather than the orange appearance it adopted
with 5mdC and 5hmdC as substrates, both suggesting low
consumption of 1 when the reaction with the cytosine 5-
substituent is markedly slowed down.

The experiments with 1 and different nucleosides as
substrates demonstrate conclusively that the most reactive
position on the nucleoside is the 5-substituent of the
nucleobase, modulated by its oxidation state. The anomeric
center, on the other hand, appears less prone to oxidation by
1, despite its lower BDE compared to the methyl group in
5mC or the formyl group in 5fC. This indicates that the C1’

hydrogen atom is hindered by steric interactions while the
base modification is easily accessible. The results are in line
with the observations discussed above for oligonucleotide
substrates, where elimination reactions caused by oxidation of
the sugar backbone—which is significantly more sterically
demanding than a single nucleoside sugar—occurred only
marginally and, if, only at the terminal nucleotides.

Conclusion

We have provided clear evidence that the fully-synthetic
biomimetic iron(IV)-oxo complex 1 achieved TET enzyme
reactivity: the epigenetic marker 5mdC is oxidized to the
corresponding TET metabolites 5hmdC, 5fdC, and 5cadC
within an oligonucleotide context (albeit at relatively large
concentrations of 0.125–0.25 mM). We monitored the product
distribution for different amounts of 1 and its development
over time. In these reactions, we observed few side products
showing the high specificity of 1 toward oxidation of the 5-
position on the cytosine moiety. The side reaction we
observed, loss of a cytosine or guanine nucleobase, occurs
only at the ends of the 10-mer oligonucleotide substrate. We
postulate that oxidation at the 1’ position of deoxyribose
forms a lactone and releases the nucleobase. This is supported
by our studies of the reactivity of 1 towards nucleoside
substrates 5mdC and 5hmdC. Here, we observed oxidation of
the 5-position on the cytosine moiety to the expected

derivatives (5hmdC/5fdC/5cadC). In addition, we found that
1’ oxidation occurs very slowly, producing the corresponding
nucleobases and 2’-deoxyribono-g-lactone, confirming our
hypothesis concerning the oligonucleotide side reactions.
Further studies should include longer and more complex
oligonucleotides and double stranded substrates. In addition,
the influence of the amount of 1 and the reaction time on
product composition needs to be investigated as a potential
tool for epigenetic sequencing.
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